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Abstract
"Yongming style" is a style of poetry in the form of emphasizing four tones and
pursuing rhetoric in the next year (AD 483-493) of Emperor Wu of the Southern Qi
Dynasty. The surface was flat, but the tide was surging. The rise of "Yongming style"
is a special way of writing for literati in complex political situations; "Yongming
style" cannot refer to Yongming literature or even the entire Nanqi literature. At that
time, there was still a creative undercurrent in the literary world to return to "old
style", and literary theory Scholars' reflection and criticism on the abuses of the
"Yongming style". From the perspective of the relationship between literature and
politics, this article analyzes the complex political situation, cultural conditions, and
literati mood behind the "Yongming style", and provides a supplement to the
interpretation of the "Yongming style" works.
The emperor Xiao Dao, the founding emperor of the Southern Qi Dynasty, had
insufficient accumulation of successful business and hastily usurped the throne,
leading to retreat on the issue of "loyalty to the monarch", and his rule was facing a
crisis of public opinion. The military foundation of Nanqi-After Qingqi Haojun
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established rule in the south, the lack of stamina caused Nanqi's foundation to
be unstable. In order to alleviate the crisis, Xiao Daocheng and Xiao Yan adopted a
"dualistic" Chujun model, that is, in addition to the Chujun, looking for the
"principles" of the second prince and giving them great power. Fight with the inside.
In order to avoid evil, the style of "Shangwen" in the royal family prevailed. At the
same time, in the ideological field, there are conflicts between gentry and rulers over
etiquette and the right to interpret classics, as well as the contradiction between
Confucianism and law, and Confucianism and Buddhism. The clan held a variety of
cultural activities to compete for talents. The literati flowed between the clan, with
different performances, either taking risks lightly, stopping to retreat, or lingering in
secret, with different mentalities. Behind the lively cultural activities are complex
political intents. The literati refer to reality less in their works in order to avoid
misfortunes, and instead dig into the soul. The culture is also more refined and
divorced from reality. "Nobility" cultural tendency. It provided the necessary soil for
"Yongming style" .
In the complex political environment of the Yongming period, the creation of
the Yongming poets has the same aspects, such as emphasizing new changes in
literature, formal emphasis on rhetoric and rhythm, and content mainly based on
Fenghuaxueyue's works of chanting objects. However, because of his personal
character and growth experience, he also has a different writing style: Xie Tiao's
poems have the characteristic of "multi-tasking", that is, the emotional end of the
poem is sullen, the words are insincere, and the meanings are complicated, which can
be summarized as "around"; However, avoiding reality and real emotions can be
summarized as "hidden"; Wang Rong's works are straightforward, showing his mind
and showing the characteristics of "straight". All three have never stayed away from
politics.
In the literary world that seems to be dominated by the "Yongming style" poetry
style, there are still different voices: Ren Bi's creation is characterized by "new
things", which has attracted some literati, forming a powerful "Ren Bi poetry
school" . Jiang Yan's poetry reveals the characteristics of "simple and desolate". The
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so-called "Jianglang Caikuo" not only represents a creative path that is different
from the mainstream of "Yongming style", but also Jiang Yan avoids political risks
by "seal" under complicated political situation Self-protection options. Wu Jun sent
out grievances on behalf of the scholars, and his work showed the characteristics of
"clean and uplifting". The creations of these people have a tendency to return to the
"old style" of the Han and Wei Dynasties. "Yongming style" signifies that poets can
consciously apply the duality of phonology and rhyme to poetry creation to enhance
the formal beauty and artistic expression of poetry. But this also brings the
disadvantages of insufficient wind, excessive rhetoric, and a weak social atmosphere.
In this regard, Zhong Yan, Liu Yan and other theorists, marked the Han Wei style to
reflect on and criticize this.
To sum up, "Yongming style" poetry is not a reflection of Yongming Chengping
politics, but a projection of complex political situation. There are other creative
trends and poetry theories that are worthy of attention under the "Yongming style"
creation. Literature "picture.
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六斛熟鹿肉。（hú）暯苏姑枯卢。（mù）”第一句的韵母 ou 和 iu 在当时同属于“侯”
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